This drawing is Copyright. It should not be relied on
or used in circumstances other than those for which it
was originally prepared and for which Cornwall Council
was originally commissioned. Cornwall Council accepts
no responsibility for this drawing to any party other than
the person(s) by whom it was commissioned.
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All dimensions are in metres unless otherwise stated.
Do not scale from this drawing.
Refer to Drawing
0718_CSL_HGN_XXMZ_DE_CH_2000 for overview.
Public exhibition events in October 2018 used to
identify highway areas for improvement.
Arrows show the direction of travel.
Any traffic regulation order proposals are
subject to statutory and local consultation
process.
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lane road narrowing, changes to junction entrances and white line changes to narrow the road along
with improvements to pedestrian and cycling features.
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Proposed areas of 20mph speed limits or zones, to be enforced by horizontal/vertical traffic calming
and gateway features. Potential for areas to be developed to create a sense of place by landscaping,
provision of improved amenities and improved pedestrian and cycle facilities.
Proposal for section of highway to be subject to a traffic regulation order to restrict HGV movement
'except for access.'
Proposed speed limit locations.
Proposed clearway extents for new highway.
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All dimensions are in metres unless otherwise stated.
Do not scale from this drawing.
Refer to Drawing
0718_CSL_HGN_XXMZ_DE_CH_2000 for overview.
Public exhibition events in October 2018 used to
identify highway areas for improvement.
Arrows show the direction of travel.
Any traffic regulation order proposals are
subject to statutory and local consultation
process.
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Proposals for speed reduction measures over these lengths of highway may include sections of single
lane road narrowing, changes to junction entrances and white line changes to narrow the road along
with improvements to pedestrian and cycling features.

Proposed areas of 20mph speed limits or zones, to be enforced by horizontal/vertical traffic calming
and gateway features. Potential for areas to be developed to create a sense of place by landscaping,
provision of improved amenities and improved pedestrian and cycle facilities.
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Proposal for section of highway to be subject to a traffic regulation order to restrict HGV movement
'except for access.'
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Proposed speed limit locations.
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